Abstract: This research focused on several issues i.e. type, function, aesthetic and value of Madurese Pesantrensyi'ir. This research appliedHermeneutic circle and etnography as the support while the data was analysed qualitatively. This research concluded that the highly-valued syi'ir of Islamic boarding school comprising moral and spiritual learning elaborated in type, function, aesthetic and values of syi'ir.
Research Context
Islamic boarding school or the so-called pesantrenis a place for religious education. It gives major contribution in religious development with literary values. Generally, syi'ir was written by old students in their spare times. At that time, there was no Islamic School in an Islamic Boarding School like today. The students who stayed in the dorm or lodging house in mullah's residence complex had much time to compose a syi'ir. Nevertheless, most of the mullahs did it too (Jonge, 1989:194) .
One of literary works grown around the circle of Madurese Islamic Boarding School is called "pesantren literature". The characteristics of the literature are as follows: (1) the language of pesantren literature is Arabic-written Madurese, (2) pesantren literature is sometimes written in Arabicpegon , (3) it was born more less in the beginning of 19 century and rapidly grown around 19 to 20 centuries, (4) pesantren literature was in the form of oraltradition containing moral values, fiqh, tawheed, tasawuf, theology, nasheed, and so forth, (5) usually, pesantren literature was read in scientific halaqah (circle), certain ritual ceremony and performed as art performance at times, and (6) pesantren literature was a bit influenced by Middle East, Arabic, or Persian literature (Basuki, 1989; Thohir, 1997) .
Pesantren literature is impressively known as spoken literature which are remembered and continually spreaded across generations. Pesantren literature is in the form of spoken and written tradition collected in a collection of literary work or religious book in the spoken form which grew and evolved in pesantren's surrounding. One of types of pesantren literature is syi'ir. One of pesantren literature aspects is religious literature comprising prayers such as dzikr, hizb, and wifiq.
The form of syi'ir was similar to syi'ir in Malay's literature which consisted of 1) four lines in each stanza, 2) aaaa rhymed syi'ir, 3) no lineswhich meaning is unrelated to the next lines (sampiran), and neither is the content lines, but the four lines are directly connected and 4) part of the illustration or long story is in a stanza of pesantren literature. The writers of the ancient syi'irs were hardly found. Research about pesantren's syi'ir has not been widely done by both foreign and Indonesian researchers. In regards to this issue, pesantren syi'iris such a "jungle" as well as "treasure" of the ancestor's heritage which needs serious sort out. Therefore, this research was intended to rescue the repertoire of written literary works from pesantren, either in Madurese or those which has been interpreted into Bahasa.
According to the literature study which has been through by the researcher, it turned out that the most complete and intact research on pesantren syi'irhas never been done by previous researchers. Hence, this research tried to dig up problems about type, function, aesthetic and values of Madurese Islamic Boarding School or pesantrensyi'ir.
The strong reasons underlying the need of a research on syi'ir are as follows: (1) the transcripts of syi'ir has not been divulged so that many of them are neglected, (2) concerning the aspect of content, the transcript of syi'ir contains advices, education, and moral values so that it is rich in advantage especially for modern people nowadays who 
Research Focus
According to the three reasons aforementioned, a problem which is interesting enough to invetigate is on "how is the type, function, aesthetic and values of Madurese pesantrensyi'ir?"
Research Objectives
This research aimed at exploring, describing and analyzing the type, function, aesthetic, and values of Madurese pesantrensyi'ir.
Research Method
On the research of Madurese pesantren syi'irfocusing in the study of type, function, aesthetic and values, the researcher used qualitative research method. In line with a statement by Bogdan and Biklen (1998: 4-7), the characteristics of qualitative research are (1) using the research background as the source of data collection which is scientific, (2) the data is descriptive, (3) putting more concern on the importance of process aside from result, (4) the analysis is done inductively, and (5) meaning is the most essential since the feature of the data, source of data, data analysis, and technique of data analysis showed the characteristics of qualitative research. In consonance with a notion by Cresswell (2010:27), he affirmed that a research is categorized qualitative if the researcher attempts to (1) collect the meaning, (2) focus on single concept, (3) validate the findings accurately, and (4) interpret the data. This research studied the type, function, and aesthetic values of Madurese Islamic Boarding School by carrying out a data collection, data analysis, drawing conclusion/verification, and checking the validation of the data. Interpretation on the type, function, aesthetic and values of Madurese pesantren syi'irwas done by employing Hermeneutic circle method which was initially started by (1) a thorough,deep readingand the process of describing, continued by (2) repetitive reading to discover a comprehensive understanding and (3) determining final meaning or understanding towards the text.
The data source of this research was categorized as document. The texts of Madurese pesantren syi'ircollected in dzikrul maut and the record result from the students in various prayer-houses and Madurese Islamic Boarding School were set as the data sources. The data of this research was in the form of spoken literature or oral tradition of Madurese pesantren syi'irwritten originally in Madurese language but in Arabic letters. The data were then translated or transcribed by the researcher from Arabic letters to alphabet and then translated into Bahasa in order to help the researcher in analyzing the data (interpretation). Aside from document, the data were also sourced from the interview result with public figure or Madurese literature lovers and supporters.
Data collection is the data obtained through the main instrument that was the researcher himself which was in charge of collecting and translating the data of literature in the form of (2) data presentation, and (3) drawing conclusion or verification. The data analysis was begun by eliminating the data which are irrelevant with the research problem, whilst the relevant data were analyzed. The process of data reduction was performed to all data collcted in each cycle of research action. The main reference is reducting the data consisting research problems and type of data needed for explaining the problems. The data presentation was done by exposing all the reducted data. The process of drawing conclusion and verification were carried out by interpreting the meaning of the data presented. Before drawing the final conclusion, temporal conclusion was done initially. The interpretation result of the meaning from the data presented was verified in order to generate final conclusion which is trustworthy. The process od verification was done by checking the validity of the data which had been determined. Regarding the finding or the result of this research, discussion with the experts competent in Madurese culture was done. The data acquired from each technique of data collection will complete to one another.
The next step is validation checking on the data findings in order to draw a conclusion based on data reduction and presentation which had been done. The three things aforementioned are such a unity intertwining each other which were carried out during and after the data collection in parallel form to build general knowledge called analysis. Data collection was actually precondition to perform data reduction, data presentation, and drawing conclusion. Since the syi'ir is in Madurese Language, it was rarely found an alteration of consonant sound in the beginning of words of the same line. Third, there was found a perfect rhyme which indicated similarities in the last syllable of each line of a stanza. Fourth, the imperfect rhyme was found on several last syllable in each line of a stanza, for instance, the last rhyme of the first line was tӗ, while the second, third, and fourth lines had lӗ as their last rhyme.
The type of Madurese pesantren syi'iron its rhyme usage based on word location in lines generates ananalysis as follows. First, there was found a series of similar words in the initial rhyme of Madurese pesantren syi'irin the beginning of line in a stanza. There was also found in two sequential lines in a stanza. This revealed that there was an emphasize of deep meaning which was used in purpose by the writer as an expression of words aside from the purpose of aesthetic. Second, in the middle rhyme of Madurese pesantrensyi'ir, identical words were found sequentially in the middle of lines in a stanza. Third, almost all lines in the last rhyme of Madurese pesantren syi'irmostly used final rhymrs. The similarities of the last sound did not have to be consisted of vocal or consonant syllable. The most important consideration is that it has the same last sound in each line. Perceived from the ordered last rhyme in each line of each stanza, it was called five strands as appeared in a-a-a-a and b-b-b-b rhymed syi'ir.Fourth, broken rhyme in Madurese pesantren syi'irindicated the non-rhymed word or last sound which implies random last sound, as shown in a stanza below:
Tolang dhâghing loddhus kabbhi Ӗ pokol ta' ӗ ambuwi Tangӗssa pon raja kӗnӗ' Akantha monyӗna embi'
The last sound i-i-e-i in the four lines above is the evidence that it has distinctive rhyme. This was caused by the demand of syi'ir content although, literally, if the distinction of sounds or in the last rhymes it could cause ghindul (awkward) when spoken. Fifth, twin rhymes in Madurese pesantren syi'irpoint out sequential twin rhymes two each on the last rhyme with identical rhythm but in different lines it was either in the form of vocal or consonant, with a-a-b-b or c-c-d-d-e-e patterns. Sixth, parallel rhyme in Madurese pesantren syi'irrevaled repetitive similar words in each line of a stanza which appeared in order either in the beginning, middle or last of the line.
The content of each stanza and each group of stanza on each title of Madurese pesantrensyi'ir, although the title of each group was different, generally, the overall stanzas still showed a continuous connection, i.e. the connection of content in Madurese pesantrensyi'ir. As well as lines in Madurese pesantrensyi'ir, they have interrelated content so that it constructs intact stories thoroughly in Madurese pesantrensyi'ir.
The use of diction in the structure of Madurese pesantren syi'irresults an analysis as follows: 1) denotation, 2) connotation, 3) synonym, 4) antonym, 5) general and particular dictions, and 6) polysemy. Other than the use of diction, there are also a) the use of language style based on sentence structure which covers 1) parallelism, 2) repetition, b) the directness/indirectness meaning from a language style comprise 1) rethoric style which consists of (a) alliteration, (b) assonance, (c) euphimism, (d) litotes, (e) hyperbole, and 2) figurative language such as (a) simile, (b) metaphore, and (c) personification.
b. Function of Madurese pesantrensyi'ir
The research result on function of Madurese pesantren syi'iris as follows: 1) recreational function, (a) in denotative meaning it means amusing, whilst (b) in connotative meaning it means eliminating several feelings such as bothersome or anxiety, 2) educational function which comprises (a) function on religious education covering human's obligation to serve Allah, the impacts of being disobedience human towards Allah, and motivation for human beings to keep their faith in order to equip them in the afterlife, (b) function on moral education which aimes at making people be realized and encouraged in doing good deeds, giving advices to make them be able to distinct which one is good and which one is not good to do, growing values of honesty among the society so that they can really compare which one is true and false, giving impression and messages, making people intended to maintain good deeds and avoid bad deeds, and (c) function on social education so that people could perform good attitudes among their closest relatives and others, have good interaction with others because one day everyone will need each other for certain cases. Another function of social education is to evolve an attitude of helping each other, spreading guidelines for all society members, and create empathy.
c. The Aesthetic of Madurese pesantrensyi'ir
The analysis result on the aesthetic of Madurese pesantren syi'ircovers all kinds of Language usage specifically to gain certain effects, that is the aesthetic itself. The concept of aesthetic is part of the aesthetic. Aesthetic in Madurese pesantren syi'iris indicated by the availability of (1) the aesthetic of advice, (2) the aesthetic of humour, (3) the aesthetic of emotion i.e. a) moving atmosphere, b) death atmosphere, and (4) the aesthetic of passion such as a) tense feeling, b) the harsh torture of death underground, and c) an atmosphere of the cruelty happened in hell. Licensed Under Creative Commons Attribution CC BY during death's door, (5) the confession of the separation of phisical and spiritual body, (b) worship value consisting of (1) an instruction to worship Allah faithfully, 2) a command to stay distance from sin/repent, 3) a command to prepare a provision to live in the afterlife, 2) Philosophical value (a) an instructionto always remember the death, (b) to seek for knowledge as provision in this world and the afterlife and 3) social values.
Closing
It can be concluded that Madurese pesantren syi'iris a literary work of the ancient students during their stay in a boarding school. Islamic boarding school is such a place to learn religious education which mostly develops an aspect of religiosity particularly Islam. Students living in a boarding school around mullah's regency complex would have much time to compose syi'ir. Besides, there were many mullahs who also wrote syi'ir. Syi'ir which grew in the boarding school surrounding in Madura was called pesantren literature. Pesantren literature was perceived as oral literature which was remembered and bequeathed across generations and developed around pesantren environment which loads prayers such as dzikr, hisb, and wifiq. The writers of the ancient syi'ir was hardly found.
This research was intended to save the repertoire of literary works originally from Madurese Islamic boarding school (pesantren) which are highly valued as they contain character building and spiritual learning which were expressed through syi'ir.In relation to that, the researcher could describe and discover problems about type, function, aesthetic, and values of Madurese pesantrensyi'ir. The findings of this research is expected to be one of inputs for the development of syi'ir theory particularly in a research about syi'ir as one aspect of literature study. On the other hand, with full of respect, this research was also expected to enrich the repertoir of theory and reference in developing a research theory of syi'ir in the field of literature. Therefore, it is suggested for the devotees of this field of study, future researchers and language teachers to take advantage from findings of this research in regards to type, function, aesthetic and values of Madurese pesantren syi'irfor the sake of the knowledge development of literature. This study can also be used as the reference and further perfection in order to improve the theory in syi'ir research and literatures in general.
